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 Aide Memoire 

 

At the piano she sits writing 

her name in the dust  

above middle C, a signature she traces on mirrors 

in public restrooms and tracks in fields of fallen 

snow lest it slip 

away in the hours smudged to dawn, lost 

 

to her as others have been lost: 

a grandmother left to china plates, love letters penned 

on scented paper.  Birthdays and holidays slip 

past on the calendar without a petal to collect dust 

on her bureau.  Instead she records the daily rainfall 

and composes lists of people she must see.  Mirrors 

 

cannot remember the trick or prompt her to reflect 

upon a nose or mouth she cannot conform to a face lost 

in high school prom pictures and cocktail encounters that fall  

to a false hush. She transcribes 

conversations in an old ledger lest fire and dust 

rag the edges of recall, or slip 

 

from her altogether as colored lights and unslept nights slipped 

and split her image in silver mirrored  

balls. In evening light and morning dust 

people rise to view and unfocus then, lost  

despite careful notation, 

like ships along the horizon falling  

 

off its edge.  She searches for the secret of the unfallen; 

the way of the carnival duck no rifle can cause slip 

beneath waves, the wisdom of anise leaves traced 

in tea cups, a sign from the one with the rear view mirror; 

if not a guide, then some landmark she would not lose 

sight of in her time between dust 
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and dust. 

She thinks: lightning strikes at random felling 

healthy trees, and geese never lose  

their way south.  Wolves slip 

into chicken coops, mirroring 

hungry shoppers.  It all has been written 

 

in dusty tomes slipped 

from antiquary shelves, fallen to graffiti above bathroom mirrors, 

lost in the annual repainting, found and rewritten. 
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Blue Moon Café  

 

 

The mother sets the boy on a high-backed stool 

at the counter by the window 

with a cup of water and a muffin, 

then leaves to stand in line. 

 

The boy wears magnifying glasses 

and a patch to cover his left eye. 

His legs, too short to bend 

over the lip of the chair, 

press out like small stalks. 

His boots touch the window pane 

on the other side of the narrow counter. 

 

He sits on his left hand 

unwrapping his muffin with the right 

then stuffs a chunk in his mouth. 

He opens his jaw and smacks his lips 

in the effort to manage the cakey dough. 

The fingers of his left hand curl and unfurl 

at the edge of the chair like a small anemone. 

 

From the window, light passes through 

the cups of his ears, orangey pink 

between soft edges 

and the dark wings of his glasses frames. 

He looks back to check on his mother. 

 

Spotting her at the register, he turns and settles in 

to watch a delivery truck pulling up outside. 

His right hand closes and opens, 

crumbling the moist cake. 

 

 

The mother returns with her coffee 

and slides her stool slightly behind his,  

placing one foot on the back rung of his stool 

and one to the side. 

She can watch him and watch the truck, 
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her chair almost, but not quite, touching. 

 

Tomorrow there will be disappointments 

and promises, worries 

and bravery 

and the tiredness that comes 

from endlessly revising your plans. 

 

For now  

there is a boy 

and a mother 

enthralled 

with the unloading of a wide delivery truck. 
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Bennington at Dawn 

 

 

Hares spill satchels of diamonds 

Across the stubbled field glazed blue in early light, 

like a blank page riffled with prints of deer, hare, mice,  

and the whumping disturbance  

of yellow and red-tailed hawks’ descent.   

Birds slice the air behind the stable,  

refitted now for rapt woolen students infused  

with sunlight and caffeine,  

wading through rivulets of attention hoping for  

the heart-hawk mind, the tiny mouse print of inspiration, 

a tremulous doe-eyed phrase begging to be followed 

through prickly stubble and granulated air to the full  

yawning, yearning, yellow candle of day. 
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